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Hence, this web site offers for you to cover your trouble. We reveal you some referred books Craving Talon:
69 Bottles #2 (Volume 2) By Zoey Derrick in all types as well as motifs. From typical writer to the renowned
one, they are all covered to offer in this website. This Craving Talon: 69 Bottles #2 (Volume 2) By Zoey
Derrick is you're searched for book; you simply need to visit the link page to receive this site then go for
downloading. It will not take sometimes to get one book Craving Talon: 69 Bottles #2 (Volume 2) By Zoey
Derrick It will certainly depend upon your internet link. Just acquisition as well as download the soft
documents of this publication Craving Talon: 69 Bottles #2 (Volume 2) By Zoey Derrick
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news and updates!
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Learn the method of doing something from many sources. One of them is this publication qualify Craving
Talon: 69 Bottles #2 (Volume 2) By Zoey Derrick It is an effectively known book Craving Talon: 69
Bottles #2 (Volume 2) By Zoey Derrick that can be referral to check out currently. This recommended book
is among the all excellent Craving Talon: 69 Bottles #2 (Volume 2) By Zoey Derrick compilations that are in
this site. You will certainly additionally find various other title and themes from numerous writers to look
here.

By checking out Craving Talon: 69 Bottles #2 (Volume 2) By Zoey Derrick, you can know the expertise and
things more, not just about what you receive from people to people. Schedule Craving Talon: 69 Bottles #2
(Volume 2) By Zoey Derrick will be a lot more trusted. As this Craving Talon: 69 Bottles #2 (Volume 2) By
Zoey Derrick, it will actually provide you the good idea to be effective. It is not only for you to be success in
particular life; you can be effective in everything. The success can be started by recognizing the standard
expertise and also do actions.

From the combo of understanding as well as actions, a person could improve their ability and also capability.
It will lead them to live and also work much better. This is why, the pupils, employees, and even employers
need to have reading routine for publications. Any sort of publication Craving Talon: 69 Bottles #2 (Volume
2) By Zoey Derrick will give certain expertise to take all benefits. This is exactly what this Craving Talon:
69 Bottles #2 (Volume 2) By Zoey Derrick informs you. It will include more knowledge of you to life as
well as work far better. Craving Talon: 69 Bottles #2 (Volume 2) By Zoey Derrick, Try it as well as show it.
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"I'm so enamored with this series! Such a lovely combination of sweet romance, laughter, awesome dialogue,
rock star antics, and of course... panty-melting Erotica." - 5 Star Review from The Smutsonian Rock hard
once again with Zoey Derrick's sizzling hot rock & roll series! The story picks up as 69 Bottles continues
their tour, riding a surge of success thanks to an impromptu duet between Talon and Addison. It's a crazy
turn of life for Addison Beltrand, who's always lived to work and worked to live. Now, everything is shifted
upside down--and that's not a bad thing. Stepping on the 69 Bottles tour bus has banished the heartache of
her past, and feels like a rocking new beginning. Talon Carver and Kyle Black couldn't agree more. The
band's lead singer and manager are falling hard for the beautiful rock chick, and will do anything to keep her
in their bed--and between their bodies--forever. The trio's blissful bubble is popped by a danger nobody has
anticipated. The band's security team, always watchful for fan attacks on the members, isn't prepared for
what happens to Addison during this leg of the tour. Will Kyle and Talon be able to help save Addison? Or
will her fear force her to pack her bags and return to LA? Everything hinges on her decision...  Two men.
One woman. A rock band. A tour bus. One Wild Ride...  ****Content Warning****  Sexy, naked, bisexual
rock stars...and a lot more... This book contains, but is not limited to the following sexual content - reader
discretion is advised - hot sex between two men and one woman. M/M/F, M/F/M, M/F, F/M and M/M sexual
content. There are no boundaries when these three crash together, as long as you're over 18 years of age.
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Most helpful customer reviews

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
Mindblowing
By babyssmile
10 Fabulous Amazing Stars but 5 on here

This book was given to me for my honest review by the author

Masks are an interesting thing. Sure we all wear them at specialty parties like Halloween, New Years, and
theme parties but what happens in our everyday lives has to be the most interesting of masks of them all. On
Social media sites as in everyday life we can be who ever we want to be and no one asks questions to get to
know someone. The masks that we wear in our everyday life are a façade of who we really are deep within
ourselves but the question that remains is why? Is being our normal self that bad? Has the world come to this
that we can’t see ourselves as the person we were born to be? The answer lies within each of us.

This is the 2nd book in the 69 Bottles Series the first is Claiming Addison and has to be read 1st

Talon, Kyle and Addison return in this continuing journey to finding their centering hearts with each other.
As much as Talon and Kyle’s hearts become one with Addison twists and turns come about that leave major
conflicts within each of their hearts. Can these two hunky men put their brains behind them and allow their
hearts to soar even with the twists that come about? Can they forgive themselves even when neither is to
blame? Will Talon and Kyle’s relationship soar to new heights and erotic moments with and without
Addison or is Addison the binding heart? Is forever and a day on the horizon for this amazing trio inside the
bedroom and outside? Or will the most erotic sex of this trio keep behind the hidden walls? Will Kyle take a
step in a direction that has become new to his heart will he open up his heart and let it guide him to finding
his forever within? Will Talon conqueror his fear of the unknown and allow his sacred heart to soar? Will
Addison find her truest of hearts within these amazing men? This is their unique journey.

Craving is uniqueness it such a valid quality in all of as individuals but as in an authors writing a craving of
desire can be much more than words on a page. The feelings that they possess when writing a story that is
passionate in their true hearts but then again it could be a solidarity of themselves.

To the Author: You have taken me to new heights. You have brought laughter and tears, awe’s and “Oh No
He Did Not” to my thoughts so many times I wanted to scream and just as I knew where this beloved trio
was headed you threw in yet another twist that made me wanting more. You brought forth a new revelation
to readers and to many couples that will read your book and think we could have, should have and why
didn’t we? This trio’s journey is fabulous and you have major kudos from me and your readers will surely
enjoy this one of a kind read just as much as I have.

To the Readers: Sit back, get your screaming towel out, your comfy chair and your favorite snacks. Turn off
your cell phones and put the do not disturb sign on the door. Now sit back and enjoy this journey.

Did I mention it is not over yet? Did I mention the sex is mind blowing, volcanic and hotter than the coals in
your barbeque?

Happy Reading

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Absolute Smutty Perfection! This book will leave you smiling and satisfied....



By Shurrn
I'm so enamored with this series!

Such a lovely combination of sweet romance, laughter, awesome dialogue, rock star antics, and of course...
panty-melting Erotica.

There's no sophomore slump with this series. Craving Talon picks up right where the last book left off and
continues the story of Addison, Talon, and Kyle. I know we're only two books into this series, but I've
officially added it to my Favorite Romance Series Bookshelf.

In my review of Claiming Addison (69 Bottles, Book #1) which you can read here:
https://www.goodreads.com/review/show/1125837467
I professed my love for so many of the elements which make this a stand-out story. I don't want to be
redundant, but let's do a quick recap, shall we?

1. I love a good MMF Romance, and this one is phenomenal.
2. The combination of emotion and humor keep this story light and fun.
3. The lead female MC, Addison is a wonderfully strong character.
4. The split POVs provide insight into everyone's experiences.
5. The dialog in this series is absolutely extraordinary. Smart, funny, fast-paced, and a joy to read.

MMF Romances appeal to me because they have a certain kind of angst involved in the relationship
department. They have to be well-written or everything falls apart. It's easy to write a spicy threesome, but it
takes talent to write an engaging (and at least mildly believable) Romance between three characters.

The reader has to LIKE all three of the parties involved. If any of the three MCs rub the reader the wrong
way, we will immediately start hoping that the trio turns into a happy duo.

There are so many pieces of information which must come together to satisfy the reader's desire to know that
this (yes, I know it's fictional) relationship, however uncommon, is built to last.

That's a lot of suspension of disbelief. It is hard enough to accomplish a believable love story between two
parties...
But this is about THREE.
Three personalities...
Three back-stories...
One relationship...
And, yes, one bed...

Zoey Derrick, in her infinite awesomeness, saw this challenge and said (I assume) "Not only am I gonna
write an amazing MMF Romance, I'm going to throw in a curve ball just to make sure everyone knows how
awesome I am!"

Are you ready for this?
Double Gay-For-You.

That's right, folks, Talon and Kyle had their bisexual leanings before hooking up with each other (and
Addison) but they never acted on them. This means that BOTH men are navigating brand new emotional and
sexual situations.



The fact that all three characters are a little off-balance with this relationship is yet another strength in a long
list of reasons I'm loving this series.

Oftentimes an MMF Romance will feature an established couple who bring a third into the fold.

I think it's sweet that all three characters are finding their way together.

Addison had the majority of the POV in this book, and I still adore her character. She's everyting I look for
in a strong, smart, and funny female MC...

Geez, is there room for a fourth in this relationship?

Her job as the band's Public Relations agent is taking a bit of a backseat to all the changes in her life.

In the last few weeks she set off on a nationwide tour,
Hooked up with the band's manager and lead singer (at the same time),
She was thrust into the spotlight with an impromptu duet,
and suddenly she's an overnight superstar.

Her boss, Cami, is trying to sign her to a record deal,
She is getting her first taste of celebrity,
And her boys just want to keep her in bed...

Talon is the front-man and lead singer for 69 Bottles, and he is on top of the world.

He's on a nation-wide tour, his band just got their first #1 hit, and every moment off stage is spent with Kyle
and Addison. Talon isn't accustomed to being surrounded by so much love, and he's determined to soak up
every moment of it.

No regrets.
No turning back.

In the last book, Kyle and Talon set their sights on seducing Addison; in this book, the boys are spending
more time exploring each other...

Kyle is definitely the calming force in this relationship. He played peacekeeper more than once, and it's
understandable how he could easily take on that role - as the band's manager, he's used to keeping everyone
in order.

He and Talon have known each other for years, and sliding into a romantic relationship had fewer hiccups
than one might expect. It helps that they're wildly attracted to each other and are eager to experiment...

Oh the experimentation, people!

I have no idea how this book managed to be even hotter than the last book...

We're talking all kinds of toys, accessories, combinations of MMF, the boys even had some time to
themselves...



Which reminds me!
I have one single complaint about this book:
I distinctly remember telling the author that buying a copy of this book should come with a complimentary
change of panties... Or at least spare batteries... Alas, there are no book-panty-battery combo packs available.
*sigh* I'm a little disappointed ;)

On the non-smutty side of things, I was thrilled that Kyle and Addison finally had a chance to sit down and
talk about their shared pasts - Addison's fiancé, who died years ago, was Kyle's brother... Addison and Kyle
had never met before going on tour together, but it was definitely a topic which needed to be discussed.

I can barely contain my excitement as I wait for the next book.

It's been a long time since I've been so excited about a series!

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
freaking awesome!
By MRS M D ATTENBOROUGH
Independent Reviewer for Archaeolibrarian I Dig Good Books.

OH. MY.DAYS.

Seriously, I'm stunned. A mahooosive book hangover this morning and I had to buy books to get over it!

This is Book 2, and you must, I mean MUST read Claiming Addison first. It is essential for you to
understand these three better in their relationship and in their work life.

Following on IMMEDIATELY from book 1, its almost like reading a much longer book, rather than 2
shorter ones although they are 300 odd pages apiece, it didn't feel like that when reading.

Talon, Kyle and Addison continue to grow and develop bond, physically (WHOA there!!) and emotionally. I
loved watching them grow, not just between Addison and the two guys, but between Kyle and Talon as well.

The physical relationship continued to burn up my kindle, and me too. Although its so freaking hot and very
VERY well written, the emotions all come across too. Its so beautifully written!

As well as their growing personal relationship, there is Addison's growing singing career, an attack and a
stalker, more bodyguards and a shed load of money to spend!

OH!!

And an issue with some medication. Thats where this one ends, right there, and my poor partner had his ear
drum blown out for my squealing, and the kindle only survived because it was plugged in. My poor cat,
Jezzie, who was sitting on my knee at the time, ended up clear across the room. And no, I didn't throw her,
she jumped when I squealed!

Book one wasn't so much of a hangover, but this one is. I didn't see it coming, I had 9 minutes left in the
bloody book! Be warned.

Now, I just need to say this. I love Nicole Edwards and her menáge books but Zoey Derrick is coming into



her own, and will, I fully believe, give Edwards a run for her money. You just watch if she doesn't.

Book 3 is ut soon, and I hope to be reading that too.

5 stars, with 64 scattered around.

See all 120 customer reviews...
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